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Hungarian Central Bank Review: November 2022 
  

MNI Point of View  
The NBH kept the base rate unchanged in November, and signalled that headline policy rates will remain 

dormant for now. That should remain the case until the risk backdrop has seen the substantial improvement 

that the board are looking for, and the use of liquidity draining operations and FX tenders will remain the 

foremost policy tool headed into 2023. 

Analysts are relatively uniform in seeing no change to headline policy rates in the near-future, with most 

pointing toward the pre-announced tools as carrying the load for monetary policy going forward. HUF 

volatility has remained heightened since the last NBH decision, with concerns over the smooth receipt of EU 

funding prompting markets to retain HUF’s close ties with broad risk sentiment. 

Deputy Governor Virag again highlighted that the central bank needs to see a “significant improvement” in risk 

sentiment to reduce the spread between the base rate (13%) and the effective rate (18%). Since there has been no 

marked improvement in either of these criteria, no change in the monetary policy setup was expected this month, 

and that will likely remain the case into year-end. As a result, the liquidity tender and FX swap interest rates will be 

left to contend with domestic markets, keeping the market relevancy of monthly rate decisions relatively low. 

In the post-decision press conference, Virag flagged the suitability of 13% base rates to achieve their medium-term 

inflation view, with CPI seen edging lower from their forecast of 13.5 – 14.5% for 2022. Virag also struck a somewhat 

positive tone for Hungary’s current account balance, seeing that “likely over the worst for the current account 

shortfall”. 

This flags and highlights the sensitivity of the economy to assumed EU payments, with Hungary potentially losing 

access to as much as EUR 4.1bln in funds if the COVID-19 recovery plan is not approved by year-end. A separate 

EUR 7.5bln is blocked on rule-of-law concerns. Expectations remain that Budapest will eventually gain access to the 

monies, however any payments will likely be heavily contingent on strong conditions covering anti-graft and judicial 

independence. 

Latest source reports in FAZ suggest that the European Union finance ministers could keep cohesion fund payments 

frozen, with Hungary failing to meet the judicial reform and anti-corruption criteria – as flagged in the European 

Parliament last week. The report suggested that EU are looking to tie together both funding lines from the cohesion 

funds (E7.5bln) as well as from the yet-to-be-approved COVID recovery fund (as much as E5.8bln). However, there's 

also a political element. FAZ writes: "They thus have a lever in their hands to persuade Budapest to veto the 

introduction of a minimum tax for multinational companies and 18 billion budget support for Ukraine." This keeps 

focus on the deadline of December 6th - so Hungary could still turn the tide, but a failure to accept the COVID recovery 

fund this year, will not mean E4.1bln in subsidies are frozen, but will expire entirely on Dec31. 
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Sell-side Views  

Commerzbank: EU Fund Optimism More Significant Than Rate Decision Non-Event 

• Commerzbank say that actual monetary policy changes are now more likely to be announced outside of 
scheduled MPC meetings, hence the rate decision non-event had been largely discounted by the markets. 

• More interesting was a debate at the European Parliament during which EC justice commissioner, Didier 
Reynders, made various comments which gave room for optimism about approval of Hungary’s frozen EU 
funds. He reiterated that the commission was closely monitoring Hungary’s implementation of rule of law 
commitments, and appeared to signal that a final evaluation would be completed by the end of the month, 
which would give enough time for a vote by EU finance ministers at a scheduled meet on 6 December.  

 
Goldman Sachs: Forint Remains Exposed to Shifts in Market Sentiment  

• While the main near-term policy challenge for the NBH is to stabilise the exchange rate, news on the inflation 
front continues to be challenging. Goldman think that strong underlying inflation dynamics, which have now 
persisted over an extended period, likely imply that it will take a relatively long time before inflation normalises 
in a more durable manner, which suggests to us that rates will need to stay higher for longer. 

• Goldman say the main policy concern for the NBH for now is to stabilise the forint exchange rate. The factors 
that are translating into fundamental exchange rate pressures: exceptionally high inflation, a large current 
account deficit, and outstanding uncertainty surrounding EU fund disbursements, are unlikely to improve 
meaningfully in the near term. 

• Goldman therefore think that the currency remains exposed to further bouts of weakness and shifts in market 
sentiment, although the fact that the Forint has recovered significantly from its weakest level in October 
alleviates some of the immediate pressures on the NBH. 

 
ING: Expect EUR/HUF to Trade Around 400 by Year-End 

• ING agree with the central bank’s view here that inflation is expected to peak in the coming months, but that 
the normalisation of price pressure will be a slow process. 

• ING maintain a steepening bias in the Hungarian IRS curve. The long-leg is currently being dragged down by 
the global rally, but ING believe that this is only temporary and expect a correction soon. 

• When it comes to the Hungarian forint, ING see it to rather moved by non-monetary events and shocks in the 
short run. The next milestone is the upcoming Ecofin meeting on 6 December, where ING expect a positive 
outcome. This positive outcome might free up the potential in HUF as it will clear some grey clouds regarding 
net external financing of the country. However, the market reaction to the latest cap measure remains to be 
seen. ING still see EUR/HUF at around 400 by the end of the year. 

 
JP Morgan: Rollover in 2-Month Depo Facility Cash of Note 

• JPM say the main interest of the NBH meeting was to understand what plans, if any, the Council had for the 
roughly HUF2.6 trillion in excess liquidity sitting at a 2-month depo facility (paying on average 14.2%) which 
matures December 1.  

• They learned that the NBH plans to roll over that liquidity at the end of the month, again into a two-month 
tenured deposit, but think banks will be reluctant to place money for less than the 18% paid in the 1-day 
depo.   

 
OTP: EU Funds May Open Door to December Rate Cut 

• Hungary’s central bank may cut its key interest rate as soon as next month if the government manages to 
reach a deal with the EU to unlock billions of euros in aid, according to OTP Bank economists. 

• They say they expect Hungary to lock in EU funds deal on Dec. 6 at a meeting of EU finance ministers, which 
may open the way to a 100-150bp cut in the 1-day deposit rate, with the first reduction in mid-December. 


